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cb innovations introduces the luxurious leather sleeve for iPhone
Published on 03/23/15
cb innovations today announces the up-and-coming cb Softcase, a handmade and luxurious
leather case for the Apple iPhone. Sleek and silky, the cb Softcase protects against bumps
and scratches. This luxury leather case features Italian calf leather, 935 sterling silver
and a natural ventilation system. The innovative cb Microfiber lining keeps the iPhone
free and clear of dirt, dust and debris, as well as keeping the display smudge-free from
fingerprints. It will be available in April 2015.
Baden-Baden, Germany - Today, cb innovations is proud to announce the up-and-coming cb
Softcase, a handmade and luxurious leather case for the Apple iPhone. The innovative
development of a classic leather case for smartphones in the focus of cb innovations, was
already prior to the development of this unique protective case for the iPhone. The result
is the most exclusive cb Softcase in first-class processing and finest Italian premium
leather in trendy colors.
To ensure the maximum quality, each cb Softcase will be carefully manufactured by hand. By
establishing special nylon yarns, natural adhesives and oil paints apply, which is the
water - and dirt-repellent cb Softcase characterized by high durability. Sleek and silky,
it protects against bumps and scratches. The innovative cb Microfiber lining; which- with
its millions of fibers, keeps the iPhone free-and-clear of dirt, dust and debris, as well
as keeping the display smudge-free, from oils on fingertips.
The traditional craftsmanship in connection with Italian calf leather, 935 sterling silver
and a natural ventilation system indicates that the cb Softcase combines the origin and
the future of luxury leather cases for smartphones. The environment-friendly production
and the use of natural non-toxic materials is a central aspect of the philosophy of cb
innovations and is realized in the cb Softcase in every detail.
Product Availability:
Customers can order the cb Softcase expected in April 2015 and choose from an elegant
color palette, that includes Happy Orange, Caramel Lion, Cherry Love, Deep Ocean and Black
Night. The cb Softcase comes at first for Apple iPhone 5/5s and the iPhone 6. The iPhone 6
Plus and the iPad/iPad mini - as well as Samsung Galaxy S5, S6 and S6 Edge - will be
supported in Summer.
cb innovations:
http://www.cb-innovations.com
cb Softcase:
https://www.cb-innovations.com/en/softcase
Promotional Banner:
https://www.cb-innovations.com/images/softcasePage/banner.jpg

cb innovations is a German company that publishes exclusive mobile products and luxury
accessories. The business model is based on innovation and was founded from a love for
technological progress and great design. Being a creative pioneer in our field, we marry
advanced technology with great design. Our timeless products prove that we don't follow
trends, and on the contrary, the products we make reflect character and a passion for
great design. By raising the bar of innovation while getting back to the roots of simple,
yet effective design, we create a symbol for quality and the key to great emotion. We use
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our time to innovate development, support brave ideas and fulfill visions. While doing
that, we continually question, simplify and optimize our technologies, work flows and
materials. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2015 cb innovations. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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